FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Contact: Yvonne Rose
amberbks@aol.com
or call: 602-743-7426

QUALITY PRESS PRESENTS A VARIETY OF NEW TITLES BY SELF-PUBLISHED AUTHORS AT THE 2016 ALA – BOOTH 575

Quality Press will present a variety of titles by Self-Publisher Authors at Small Press Booth 575 at the ALA Annual Conference. Quality Press, the nation’s #1 African American book packaging company, offers consultation and services in every aspect of paperback, hardcover and eBook publishing, such as: proofreading, editing, ghostwriting, design/formatting, printing, publicity marketing, promotions & distribution. “Take your destiny into your own hands. Bring us your manuscript and Quality Press will turn it into a Published Book in just six weeks.” Since its inception the company has worked with thousands of authors who have done just that.

Quality Press was founded in 2001 by Tony Rose, the 2013 NAACP Image Award Winner for Outstanding Literature. Rose who is also Publisher/CEO, of Amber Communications Group, Inc., the nation’s largest African American Publisher of Self-Help Books and Music Biographies, launched Quality Press specifically to assist aspiring authors with their self-publishing ventures.

Under the Direction of Yvonne Rose, Quality Press currently works with self-published authors who specialize in books by, for and about African Americans and features all genres including: Children, Self-help, Biographies, Poetry, Fiction and Non-fiction. Despite the many obstacles and much resistance by the bookstores, Quality Press’ publishing partnerships with Authors and Librarians have set African American culture at the forefront of the book publishing industry.

During the ALA Conference Quality Press will introduce a diverse collection of titles by over thirty self-published authors as they bring their stories to our community and the world.

 Eleven Children’s Books on display include:  Layla the Ladybug used her Wisdom and Not Her Emotions by Darlington Johnson and Stephanie Simpson;  I Love My Hoodie, I'M Proud of My Dad, Amo A Mi Hoodie, Little Wire Hanger in the Closet by Hope Syndreamz;  When a Star Twinkles on Your Wish by Aja Rae;  Happy the Hitchhiking Praying Mantis by Mary Williams;  The Island Hunters - Trail of the Tomb Robbers and The Island Hunters - The Backyard Pirate Adventure by N. E. Walford;  Sneaky Little K by Sheenita Robinson.

Two Fiction books will be presented including  Withered Flowers by Ernest Marvin and  Daddy’s Dream by Kevin Anderson.

Four Spoken Word books include:  Poetry in Motion by Bill Raynor;  Shades of Life Poems & Paintings by Delethia Ridley;  Menopause in Haiku by Deborah Gossett Rivers and  BLACK Poetry & Affirmations by Denise Paulette Isaac,

Seven books written to teach, motivate and inspire include:  From YOU to You ...The Experience by Tanisha Washington;  EXCUSES ARE FOR LOSERS - Understanding Women While in a Relationship by Miguel Chavis;  Men and Intimacy, Real Talk... Real Answers by Therez Fleetwood;  Bittersweet;  The Life and Struggles of a Bi-polar by Gladys J. Seedorf;  The AHA Moment - The Guide to Creating a Game Changer by Cory The Author;  LIVING MY DREAM - An Artistic Approach to Marketing by
Synthia Saint James; *Understanding and Negotiating 360° Ancillary Rights Deals* by Kendall Minter, Esq, and *7 Ways to Make the Grade* by Doctor Bob Lee.

Three Spiritual Books on display will be: *HISTORICAL JAZZ CONVERSATIONS* by Jaron Eames; *The Illustrated Reference Bible* by Marlon McLean and Andrew Davis; *I Need a Day to Pray* by Tina Campbell and the Children’s book *God, Grandma & Me* by Gloria-Jean Miller.


In addition, five Amber Books’ Titles will be featured including: *LEADERSHIP UNDER FIRE - Communicating, Teaching and Setting Communities at Large* by ROLAND BARKSDALE-HALL; *AFRICAN AMERICAN HISTORY IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA - AN ANTHOLOGY—FROM AFRICA TO PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA*, Written, Compiled and Edited by: TONY ROSE, Publisher, Amber Books; *THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF AN AMERICAN GHETTO BOY -FROM THE PROJECTS TO NAACP IMAGE AWARD WINNER* by TONY ROSE; *How to Be in The Entertainment Industry and Become a Record Company, Record Producer, Music Publisher, Personal Manager, Film Producer, Book Publisher - A BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO SUCCESS in the Music, Film, Television & Book Publishing Industries PLUS CONTRACTS* by Tony Rose and the “NAACP Image Award Winning” Title: *OBAMA TALKS BACK: Global Lessons, A Dialogue with America’s Young Leaders* by GREGORY J. REED, Esq.

For further information about any of the displayed books or for phone numbers of any of the self-published authors listed here, call Yvonne Rose at 602-743-7426, email: amberbks@aol.com or write to: Quality Press, 1334 East Chandler Blvd, #5-D67, Phoenix, AZ 85048.
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